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Abstract—Transmission efficiency in radio channels can be
considerably improved by using multiple transmit and receive
antennas and employing a family of schemes called space–time
(ST) coding. Both extended range and/or improved bandwidth
efficiency can be achieved, compared with a radio link with a single
transmit and receive antenna. Bit-interleaved coded modulation
schemes give diversity gains on fading channels with higher order
modulation constellations combined with conventional binary
convolutional codes also for the case of a single transmit and
receive antenna radio link. In this paper, we study a family of flexible bandwidth-efficient ST coding schemes which combine these
two ideas in a narrowband flat-fading channel and single-carrier
modems. We address receiver complexity for the case of a large
number of transmit antennas and higher order modulation constellations. Especially, we focus on practical configurations, where
the number of transmit antennas is greater than that of receive
antennas. Simplified receivers using tentative decisions are proposed and evaluated by means of simulations. Tradeoffs between
complexity reduction and performance loss are presented. We
emphasize systems that are of particular interest in applications
where the number of transmit antennas exceeds the number of
receive antennas. A system with four transmit antennas with an
eight-fold complexity reduction and a performance loss of about 1
dB is demonstrated.
Index Terms—Coded modulation, iterative decoding, multiple
antennas, reduced-complexity receiver, space–time codes (STCs).

I. INTRODUCTION
ADIO channels have a number of severe impairments,
such as fading, noise, and interference [1]. In a number
of applications, increased demand for extended range and/or
improved bandwidth efficiency have been expressed for digital
systems. In recent years, a variety of space–time codes (STCs)
for schemes with multiple transmit and receive antennas have
been presented, see, for example, [2]–[7]. These systems exhibit
improved performance in terms of range and/or bandwidth efficiency on noisy fading radio channels, compared with single
transmit and receive antenna links.
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Coded modulation schemes were originally designed to
enhance time diversity on single-antenna radio links [8]–[11].
In order to obtain diversity gains with higher order modulation
symbols, bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM) systems
[12]–[14], and multilevel coding methods with multistage
decoding [15], [16] were designed using binary convolutional codes. For narrowband flat-fading radio channels,
ST-BICM schemes were first proposed by Tonello [17], [18]
with multiple-antenna systems. For wideband systems, a
scheme combining orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM) with ST coding based on BICM methods was proposed to obtain a flexible family of systems for wireless LAN
applications [19].
In this paper, we study a family of ST-coded systems based on
BICM [17]. These are very flexible systems based on conventional binary convolutional codes, which we earlier introduced
and studied for multicarrier systems in [19] and [20]. In contrast
to many other ST-coded systems, changes in rates are relatively
simple in these bit-interleaved systems. A modification in the binary convolutional code and the corresponding receiver trellis is
what is needed. Different number of transmit antennas can also
be incorporated without substantial modifications. Unlike other
ST-coding schemes such as the ST trellis codes (STTCs) proposed in [2], where each code trellis for a given configuration
was handcrafted, the ST-BICM system design is quite flexible.
Also, high modulation levels are not suitable for the STTC in
[2], whereas the trellis design for the ST-BICM is independent
of the constellation size. Furthermore, it has been shown in [17]
that the ST-BICM outperforms the STTC scheme for many different system configurations.
The near-optimum receiver consists of a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) demapper followed by a maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoder. Decoding is performed by iterating between the demapper and the decoder. This is referred to as a
decoder using the turbo principle [21], and can also be considered as a serially concatenated coded system configuration
[22], [23], where the demapper block and the convolutional decoder are connected by a deinterleaver. The MIMO demapper
complexity is closely related to the number of bits/constellation points in the modulation mapper as well as the number of
transmit antennas, and the MAP decoder complexity is related
to the memory (number of states) in the binary convolutional
code [19].
Recently, some architectures have been proposed for reducing
the receiver complexity in several MIMO structures. In uncoded
systems, a layered ST architecture known as vertical Bell Labs
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Fig. 1. ST-BICM transmitter structure.

layered space–time (V-BLAST) [24] achieves a high data rate
using multiple transmit antennas based on a nulling/cancelling
algorithm. To reduce the complexity of the ST-BICM system,
the list-sphere decoder [25] or the tree-search algorithm [26]
have been applied in the demapper block. Unfortunately, all of
these approaches require the MIMO system to have a larger
number of receive antennas than transmit antennas. In many
wireless applications, it is more desirable for a mobile terminal
to have a smaller number of antennas than a base station or an
access point. As the downlink throughput is of interest in most
cases, this naturally favors the system configuration with the
number of receive antennas being smaller than the number of
transmit antennas. For the cases where there are more transmit
antennas than receive antennas, the sphere decoding algorithm
(SDA) [27] and the probabilistic data association (PDA) method
[28] have been proposed to achieve near-maximum-likelihood
(ML) performance. However, these schemes still cannot be applied to the ST-BICM, since these algorithms generate only hard
decisions. Also, the complexity of the SDA grows substantially
when there are more transmit antennas than receive antennas
[29]. In this paper, we focus on a simplified receiver structure
which can be applied to systems equipped with more transmit
antennas than receive antennas, where most other reduced-complexity approaches cannot be employed.
It has been observed by simulations [19] that an iterative decoding scheme is crucial where the number of transmit antennas
exceeds that of receive antennas. When the number of receive
antennas is at least the same as that of transmit antennas, reasonable performance can be achieved without the iterative decoding
scheme. In that case, the overall receiver complexity could be
lower, as there is no need to process soft information from the
previous iteration. However, in the system configuration we are
interested in, the receiver complexity issue becomes more important, as an iterative decoding structure is now required.
In this paper, we present a low-complexity receiver structure
which can reduce the complexity significantly in the demapper
block with an aid of simple minimum mean-square error
(MMSE) estimations and tentative decisions. We demonstrate
that the associated loss in performance is small. Furthermore,

the proposed reduced-complexity receiver design does not put
any restrictions on the number of transmit/receive antennas,
unlike other reduced-complexity approaches. Therefore, the
proposed scheme can be applied to practical systems where
the number of receive antennas is smaller than the number of
transmit antennas. An MMSE-based approach was presented in
[30] in the context of iterative decoding of coded code-division
multiple-access (CDMA) systems. Our approach differs from
this in that we are using tentative decisions to improve the
demapper accuracy.
A large number of different system configurations are evaluated for reduced-complexity systems and compared with their
full-complexity counterparts using computer simulations. We
demonstrate a system with four transmit antennas which have an
eight-fold complexity reduction in the demapper block at a loss
of about 1 dB in performance. All results in this paper are given
for the narrowband flat-fading case. Such issues as optimization
of the binary convolutional code in these systems, as well as
mapper choices, are not dealt with in this paper. The results can
be generalized to the wideband case with frequency-selective
fading using OFDM [19]. The systems and the reduced-complexity receivers can also, in principle, be used for other channels, such as fast fading.
The outline of the paper is as follows. After the introduction,
the system model is presented in Section II. In Section III, we
discuss the diversity order for the ST-BICM scheme. The simplified receiver structures are presented in Section IV. Performance evaluation by system simulations are given in Section V.
Finally, the paper is terminated by a discussion and conclusions
section.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Let
and
be the number of transmit and receive anand
. Fig. 1
tennas, respectively, assuming
shows a typical transmitter structure of the ST-BICM system
considered in this paper. The modem constellations used are
-ary phase-shift keying ( -PSK) or -ary quadrature ambeing the number of
plitude modulation ( -QAM), with
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Denoting

as the size of the packet, (1) can be written as
for

where we define
and
..
.

..

.

..
.

III. DIVERSITY ORDER FOR ST-BICM
For ST-BICM systems under the exact feedback assumption
in the block-fading narrowband flat-fading channel, it has
been derived that the pairwise error probability (PEP) at high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is upper bounded by [17], [32]

Fig. 2. ST-BICM receiver structure.

symbols in the constellation. Here we primarily consider narrowband systems. Wideband channels could be considered by
using OFDM rather than single-carrier modems. The spectral
b/s/Hz,
efficiency of the system is [17]
where
is the rate of the convolutional code used, and
is
.
defined as
Fig. 2 shows a typical receiver structure. The MIMO
demapper and the MAP decoder for the convolutional code are
the main building blocks. The near-optimum decoder performs
iterative decoding. For detailed illustration of the structures, we
refer to [17], [19], and [25].
The received signal at the th time slot from the th receive
antenna is represented by
for

(1)

is the transmitted symbol at the th transmit antenna
where
at the th time slot. The signal has the symbol energy . The
is the equivalent channel response of the
channel coefficient
link between the th transmit antenna and th receive antenna at
the th time slot, and is assumed to be complex Gaussian with
unit variance and zero mean (Rayleigh fading). Finally, in (1),
is a sequence of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.)
per
complex zero-mean Gaussian variables with variance
dimension.
In this paper, we will focus on the block-fading channel model
[31], where fading coefficients are static over a block of transmitted symbols, and independent over blocks.

where we define
as the sum of the squared Euclidean
distances computed on the subsequences transmitted over the
th antenna.
It is clear from the above bound that the maximum diversity order for the ST-BICM systems in block-fading channels is
. Note that this will only be achieved if the Hamequal to
ming distances associated with all transmit antennas are nonzero
[17]. It is worth noting that improved diversity can be achieved
by exploiting the frequency domain (OFDM) and/or time domain (longer interleavers) [1], [19].
as the number of instances
such
Let us denote
that
is nonzero. Then, the achievable diversity order
. For example, if any of the
in the ST-BICM is equal to
transmit-antenna subsequences have an all-zero Hamming dis,
tance, the achieved degree of diversity for the system is
which is less than the full diversity
. Therefore, the condition to achieve full diversity for the ST-BICM is as follows [32]:
for

(2)

For a given spectral efficiency, one may use smaller constellations in conjunction with high-rate codes. By using smaller
signal constellations at a given , lower complexity receivers
are achieved, as the demapper complexity depends on the
constellation size. Normally, good high-rate codes are obtained
by applying a puncturing mechanism to low-rate codes [33].
However, it has been shown in [32] that the punctured code
under certain conditions fails to achieve the full diversity for
the ST-BICM systems. In other words, the diversity order
achieved by the ST-BICM scheme with punctured codes is less
than the maximum achievable .
This is somewhat unfortunate for the design of the ST-BICM
system, as the choice of higher modulation is the only option
left for achieving a higher spectral efficiency. The higher modulation level, in turn, increases the demapper complexity, since
the number of candidates to search grows exponentially with the
modulation level. Thus, this contributes to motivating us to look
for a simplified receiver structure, especially for the demapper
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block, as the MAP decoder block complexity is independent of
the modulation level.
IV. REDUCED-COMPLEXITY RECEIVER STRUCTURE
First, we illustrate the optimum demapper operation which
computes the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) for the individual
be the bit that is mapped into the th bit position
bit. Let
in the input symbol vector
. For
is mapped by the input bits
example, the th input symbol
. We denote
as the
LLR value for the bit . To distinguish the LLR values from
and
are used,
the demapper and the decoder,
respectively. Also,
is defined as extrinsic information
LLR values obtained by subtracting the input LLR values from
.
the output
,
, be a set of all symbol vectors
Let the set
with a
or
value of bit , respectively. Denoting
and
as column vectors comprised of
and the extrinsic LLR
, the LLR values for the
values from the MAP decoder
demapper are given by [17], [19], [25]
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A. MMSE Estimation at the First Iteration
The goal here is to generate the tentative decisions and to provide a figure of merit to identify which decisions are most reliable. Then, we compute the LLR values over a set where those
bit positions are fixed. Since the demapper at the first iteration
does not have any a priori information, we apply an MMSE-esto the received signal
to get an estimate
timation filter
of the transmitted symbol . Thus, we need to minimize the
estimation error, defined as

where
is a column vector of length
which estimates .
be a column vector of length
, comprised of the
Let
into
estimation error . By combining the column vectors
by
matrix, it is straightforward to find the optimum
an
estimation matrix
which minimizes the mean-square error
as
(MSE)
(4)
where is defined as
SNR
.
, the optimum estimate filter
Note that in case of
matrix becomes equivalent to the scaled channel matrix as

(3)
where, after normalization, we use the joint probability density
Also, using the matrix inversion lemma1 [34], (4) can be
written as
Note that the total number of candidates to search in (3) is
. Obviously, the complexity of the optimum demapper
increases exponentially with the number of transmit antennas
and the modulation level. In this section, we propose a new
scheme to simplify the computation in the demapper block
which dominates the complexity of the ST-BICM receiver.
Basically, in order to reduce the size of the search set, we
use tentative decisions. Suppose that reliable tentative decibit positions
, and let
sions are available for
be the hard decisions for the corresponding
bits. Then, define
as a set of all symbol vectors with bits in
those positions equal to the tentative decisions

Now we carry out the candidate search in (3) over a reduced
set
instead of . As a result, the size of the set which
. The
the demapper needs to search over decreases to
tentative decisions can be obtained from the LLR values computed from the previous iteration. However, at the first iteration,
a priori information for the received signal is not yet available at
the demapper. Thus, we rely on the MMSE estimation. It turns
out that the choice of reliable tentative decisions in the first iteration is crucial for the performance of the iterative decoder.
Thus, we start illustrating the MMSE-estimation scheme for the
first iteration.

Then, it follows that the MMSE-estimate vector of
tained by

is ob-

(5)
After some matrix manipulations, the covariance matrix of
is expressed by
the estimation error
(6)
is the th diagonal element
Denoting as the MSE for
of the covariance matrix . Note that only one matrix inversion
is required to compute both the MMSEfor
estimation filter
and the covariance matrix
.
Now we can generate the tentative decisions for the transmitted bits based on the MMSE estimate. Instead of simply
slicing the MMSE estimate , we proceed further to get a better
decision. Denoting
as the soft-output value based on these
MMSE estimates , the soft output for each bit can be computed as

A + BC)

1(

=

A 0 A B(CA B + I) CA
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Here the joint probability
can be approximated by a
complex Gaussian distribution. Thus, by applying the Gaussian
probability density function, and after normalization, the joint
probability is obtained by

To simplify the computation, we further neglect off-diagonal
is approximated to
terms in the correlation matrix . Then,
a diagonal matrix, with being the th diagonal element of the
matrix. Thus, the computation for the above expression reduces
to

Now the soft-output computation can be carried out in the
form of a single scalar symbol instead of a vector. For
, we use a notation
to indicate that the th bit position falls into the th symbol.
After cancelling out the symbols which are not related to
,
the soft-output computation now becomes
(7)

where the set
is defined as
.
Note that the soft-output computation in (7) can be carried
candidates. By applying the max-log
out simply over
approximation [35], [36], we can further simplify the computation of the soft-output values. Given the MMSE estimate , the
search in (7) into a
simplified scheme transforms the
simpler
boundary problem with very little performance loss.
The soft-output values for all the transmitted bits obtained
by the method illustrated above can be directly passed onto the
MAP decoder when the number of transmit antennas is at least
the same as that of receive antennas. However, when the condition on the antenna numbers is not met, the overall performance
of such a system using the MMSE estimates becomes unacceptable, as the accuracy of the estimates is degraded. Note that even
when more complicated estimation methods without approximation are applied, they do not work well when there are more
transmit than receive antennas, which is the case this paper is
focused on. Thus, instead we use the MMSE-estimation-based
soft-output computation described above only for determining
the most reliable tentative decisions.
bits are available using
Now all the soft outputs for
(7). Instead of passing them all onto the decoder block, we only
choose the most reliable tentative decisions. Here we will exbit decisions. Obviously, if inplain how to identify those
correct hard decisions are used in determining a candidate set
, the overall performance degrades due to error propagation
in the demapper. Thus, the accuracy of the tentative decisions is
essential for the performance. To this end, we now address the
criteria for choosing the most reliable decisions, and derive the
probability of bit-decision error.
Considering that the hard decisions are obtained by slicing
the estimate , the probability of decision error in is depen-

dent on the probability of estimation error in . Therefore, the
probability that the hard decision is correct is equal to

where
is the probability that the MMSE estimate
results
function [1], [37],
is
in an incorrect decision. Using the
computed by

where
represents the average number of nearest neighbors,
stands for the minimum distance for a constellation.
and
and
can be determined from the given constellaBoth
and
for 16-QAM with
are
tion. For example,
3 and 2, respectively.
and
Finally, using the relationship between
, the figure of merit which we will use for identifying the
most reliable decisions is given by
(8)
can be carried out using an acwhere the computation of
curate approximation in [37].
In actual implementations, the figure of merit (8) can be obtained by a simple lookup table. Note that the MSE for the
is only related to . If the
term is neMMSE estimate
glected, then the criteria of the bit-decision reliability is simpliat the expense
fied to the magnitude of the soft output
of performance degradation. Also note that the soft-output computation in (7) is used only for computing the figure of merit in
(8), and not used directly at all.
To determine the most reliable bit positions, we compute
the probability of correct decision for each bit position from (8),
and choose the positions with the largest . After identifying
the tentative decisions, we finally return to (3) to compute the
. Several approximations have
LLR values over the set
in
been made to arrive at the probability of correct decision
(8). However, since only a small number of hard decisions from
the MMSE estimation are involved in the final LLR computation, the overall performance is relatively immune to the accuracy of the approximations.
Fig. 3 summarizes the LLR-value-generation scheme described above for the first iteration. For each th transmitted
from (5), and
symbol, we first obtain the MMSE estimate
from (6). Based on these values, we
the corresponding MSE
for the transmitted
then compute the soft-output values
bits from (7). Now we can compute the figure of merit for the
positions with
decision reliability in (8). After picking the
the largest , those bit positions are fixed with the tentative
decisions. Finally, the LLR values for every bit position except
those fixed positions are computed in (3) over a set with a
reduced size.
, the
With the practical number of transmit antennas
MMSE computation in (5) is simple. Therefore, compared with
the overall demapper complexity, the computation complexity
related to the MMSE estimation in the proposed scheme is quite
small.
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Fig. 3. LLR value generation for the first iteration.

It should be emphasized again that the main focus of this
paper is practical system configurations where there are more
transmit than receive antennas. Therefore, other schemes which
were proposed for systems where the number of receive antennas is at least equal to that of transmit antennas (for example,
the single-input single-output (SISO) system approach in [38])
cannot be applied.
B. Complexity Reduction in Subsequent Iterations
Once the demapper generates the LLR values using the technique described in the previous section at the first iteration, the
MAP decoder can produce the LLR values for the transmitted
bits for the subsequent iterations. Therefore, it is straightforward
to apply the same principle in the demapper block in the subsequent iterations to reduce the size of a set of candidates to search.
After the demapper computes the LLR values, only the
extrinsic part of the LLR values are transferred to the MAP
decoder through a deinterleaver, following the turbo principle.
for
Then, the MAP decoder updates the LLR values
the transmitted bit . Also, after subtracting the input LLR
are sent
values, the extrinsic information LLR values
back to the demapper through an interleaver. Even though
the demapper block updates the LLR computation using the
, the overall LLR value
extrinsic information
should be used to determine the most reliable bit positions,
since the magnitude of the LLR value
indicates the
decision reliability. Therefore, in the second and following
iterations, the demapper chooses those bit positions with the
, and then at each iteration, a set
largest LLR values
is determined based on those fixed bit positions. Finally, the
LLR values for bit positions except for those fixed positions
.
are computed from (3) over the set
It has been observed [39] that the logarithm of a summation
of exponential terms is well-approximated by taking only the
maximum value of the exponent. Therefore, the LLR values for
the bits except those fixed positions can be determined by
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Note that for those fixed positions, the LLR values comare used again as the LLR values
puted at the decoder
for the demapper. If any of the hard decisions
are incorrect,
the LLR computation becomes inaccurate, and eventually, the
magnitude of the LLR values gets smaller. It is readily checked
inside the
by noting that the first term
maximization represents the Euclidean distance, and that the
stands for the level of the reliability.
second term
In the presence of incorrect decisions, both terms decrease.
Thus, in general, any incorrect decisions result in the decrease
in the magnitude of the LLR value. Simulation results suggest
that a better performance is obtained by scaling up the LLR
values, except for the fixed bit positions. Therefore, we now
, where
maximize over
is a scaling factor which can be optimized through simulations.
Typical values of range from 1.2 to 2. It is found that, in general, the higher the modulation level is, the greater becomes.
, which correThe maximum possible value for is
sponds to the hard-decoding method presented in [18]. However, in that work, the hard-decoding processing was carried
out in the decoder part only for the second and following iterations. The complexity associated with the demapper part, which
is much greater than the decoder block complexity, was not reduced for the first iteration.
Even though the low-complexity receiver architecture is illustrated in this section assuming a quasi-static channel, obviously the proposed technique is not limited to that case. However, it should be noted that in other channel conditions, such as
fast-fading channels or frequency-selective channels, a system
based on a puncturing scheme and smaller constellations would
be more favorable in terms of the receiver complexity.
V. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we present the simulation results for the reduced-complexity receiver scheme illustrated in the previous
section. Several different system configurations, including the
number of antennas and the spectral efficiency, are considered
for the simulations. Since only nonpuncturing systems are con. As a result,
sidered, the coding rate is chosen as
the modulation level becomes , where the spectral efficiency
is given as . Also, the scaling factor is fixed to 1.5 throughout
the simulations.
First, Fig. 4 presents the simulation result for the two-by-one
system with 192 information bits. This
short length was chosen because of latency requirements. The
axis exhibits the frame-error rate (FER). If not specified otherwise, optimum free-distance 16-state convolutional codes are
employed throughout the simulation section. Also, a randomly
is used. Longer
generated interleaver of length
interleavers are expected to yield somewhat improved performance. A Gray mapping is employed in all simulation cases. In
indicate the performance of the
Fig. 4, the curves with
optimum iterative decoder. As shown in this plot, a suboptimum
loses about 2 dB,
scheme with one tentative decision
compared with the optimum system at 1% FER.
The performance degradation of the suboptimum system is
getting smaller when the number of receive antennas becomes
comparable to the transmit antenna number, as we expected.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of reduced-complexity system.

2

Fig. 6. 2 2 ST-BICM system with 4 bps/Hz.

2

Fig. 5. 2 2 ST-BICM system with 3 b/s/Hz.

2

Fig. 7. 3 2 ST-BICM system with 3 b/s/Hz.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the simulation results for the 2-by-2 system
with 3 and 4 b/s/Hz, respectively. For both cases, the subopare just a few tenths of a decibel
timum schemes with
, the performance
away from the optimum case, and with
loss is less than 2 dB. It is also noted that as the modulation
level increases, the performance of the suboptimum scheme degrades. For higher constellation sizes, the Euclidean distance
in the constellation points becomes smaller, and this makes the
demapper performance less effective.
Fig. 7 shows the 3-by-2 ST-BICM performance in 3 b/s/Hz
cases. It exhibits a smooth tradeoff befor the
tween the receiver complexity and the performance. For
, the size of the candidate set is reduced by a factor of
, respectively. With
, the total number of
candidates to search in the demapper block is reduced from
512 to 64. Even with this significant reduction in the candidate
number, the performance is just about 2 dB away from the optimum case.

Finally, the 4-by-2 ST-BICM with 2 b/s/Hz case is presented
in Fig. 8. In this case, we use a four-state convolutional code
. In this simulation case,
with code polynomials of
the performance gap between the optimum scheme and the
proposed scheme is even smaller. Again, with the reduction
in the
case, the proof the candidate number by
posed suboptimum case is only 1 dB away from the optimum
performance.
From the simulation results presented in this section, it is
shown that the proposed reduced-complexity scheme works
better with a small constellation size. It should be emphasized
again that the previous approaches for reducing the receiver
complexity [24]–[26] require the number of transmit antennas
to be less than or equal to the number of receive antennas.
.
Thus, these schemes do not work for the case where
Further improvements are expected by optimizing .
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2

Fig. 8. 4 2 ST-BICM system with 2 b/s/Hz.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies a flexible class of STCs based on BICM
systems. We address the receiver-complexity issue, which is a
key problem with STCs based on BICM systems with a near-optimum receiver. The MIMO demapper complexity grows exponentially with the number of transmit antennas and with the
number of bits per constellation point. Thus, for attractive systems with a large number of transmit antennas and high-bandwidth-efficiency constellation sizes, complexity could be a severe problem. In this paper, we have introduced and studied
approaches to simplified suboptimum receivers. We emphasize
that unlike prior work, the strategy given in this paper does not
require more receive than transmit antennas. We have demonstrated reduced-complexity systems with an eight-fold reduction in complexity and (depending on modulation constellation
size) a performance loss of 1–2 dB.
In this paper, perfect knowledge of the channel state information at the receiver side is assumed. The impact of the imperfect
channel estimation for the STCs was addressed in [40].
For simplicity, we only considered and simulated the suboptimum reduced-complexity receivers for narrowband flat-fading
cases. Generalizations to wideband systems with frequency-selective fading should be straightforward using combinations
with OFDM.
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